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Entrance access and authorisation based on a license plate have become an accepted and convenient part of life. It 
offers a smooth user experience and parking venue protection. With technology evolving, customer expectations and 
time saving demands increase. At the forefront of modern ANPR technology, AVUTEC cameras live up and surpass to 
today’s or even future market demands. 

COMPANY AND PRODUCTS

The X-Series is a complete product line 
of modern, affordable, high-end ANPR 
cameras. Edge devices, that combine 
high quality and innovative components 
with comprehensive functionality. 

Three of the X-Series models are specifically 
designed for parking and access control 
applications. Models that are equal in 
computational power, but implement 
distinctive features to offer the optimal or 
most compact solution per project.  

Recognition area 2 - 8 meters 6 -20 meters 2 - 5 meters

Max lane width 5 meters 5 meters 4 meters

Recognition angle 40 degrees (X & Y) 40 degrees (X & Y) 40 degrees (X & Y)

Recommended installation 
height up to 5 meters up to 5 meters 80 - 100 centimeters

Vehicle speed 0 - 50 km/h 0 - 50 km/h 0 - 30 km/h

IR sensor + IR LED + daylight 
filter Day and night recognition Day and night recognition Day and night recognition

Colour sensor Capture of non-reflective 
plates

Capture of non-reflective 
plates

Capture of non-reflective 
plates

White daylight LEDS - - yes

As an independent manufacturer of ANPR technology, AVUTEC closely cooperates with its partners to meet the requirements 
of their customers, while partners directly service their end users. AVUTEC offers a complete range of off-the shelf camera 
systems, that provide an out-of-the-box solution for most projects. To meet specific project or market requirements, tailored 
cameras are developed on request. AVUTEC listens carefully to market trends and aims to offer technology, that complements 
a partner’s portfolio to build effective solutions. As the shared objective is mutual success, confirmed by satisfied customers, 
AVUTEC supports its partners to grow their business and to achieve the optimal synergy.

Gatekeeper 410X Gatekeeper 1250X Module-X IR



FEATURES

Does a project require a camera  that can be mounted on high pole, 15 or more meters away from the entrance? The Gate-
keeper 1250X reads the license plates of all incoming vehicles. Or is a project best served with a model  that can be neatly 
concealed? The compact Module-X can be built into any terminal or parking unit, for a coherent and recognizable style. The 
many mounting options of the different models offer the best fit for every situation.

Built-in or mounted standalone

Connect with every system

Interconnectivity is and will be even more important in future integrated access control and parking solutions. From the start, 
communication and connectivity between systems have always been a top priority in the design of the AVUTEC ecosystem. 
Whether a project requires a simple Wiegand / OSDP connection or a specialised API connector, an AVUTEC camera facilitates 
all that!

Wiegand V V

Relays V V

OSDP / RS-485 - V

IP connectivity V V

External database connection V V

Webservice V V

Scripting V V

Specialised API connector optional optional

Custom Connectivity on request on request

Gatekeeper 
410X & 1250X

Module-X IR

Mounted stand alone Built into a terminal



MORE FEATURES
Low light technology

On board white LEDs to shine 
some extra light when needed.

IR sensitive sensor, synchronised IR 
LED illumination, a daylight filter  
and a light regulating algorithm.

Low light sensitive colour camera to 
capture non-reflective license plates.

Low light sensitive color cam-
era to capture non-reflective 
license plates.

IR sensitive sensor, synchronised IR 
LED illumination, a daylight filter 
and a light regulating algorithm.

Internal storage capacity

Imagine the possibility to record and store video internally to replay exactly what happened during incidents and to have the 
capacity to run an internal database. With a storage capacity of 128 GB, more than 1.000.000 images of recognised license 
plates and their metadata or two weeks of video can be stored internally. 

Reading license plates under perfect circumstances is an easy task for a standard ANPR camera. But non perfect circumstanc-
es are more common. AVUTEC cameras therefore have a collection of dedicated  features to cope with challenging lighting and 
angled circumstances.  



AND MORE FEATURES

Future proof
Equipped with a CPU,  an extra neural processing unit and plenty of internal memory, each X-Series device has all the resourc-
es at its disposal for longevity and future use or functional expansion. Initial functionality can be altered or added during the 
lifetime of the camera system, when future requirements evolve. The X-Series features high quality products, that are designed 
in line with both the market today and, through a development program, with partner or end user needs of tomorrow.

Remote management

Much time and effort is spend to develop the ultimate remote management and maintenance environment. A set of powerful 
software tools and programs, ensure the accessibility of cameras in the field having the ability to monitor performance and 
manage settings on your laptop or from behind a desk. Smart software and connected intelligence, that monitors internal 
processes and guards up-time, runs on each device. Remote maintenance offers AVUTEC partners and their customers  service 
and support, that is cost-effective and pro-active.

Dedicated sales and support professionals

A partner can count on the expertise and the availability of the AVUTEC sales and support team. The team, that will offer 
support and advise during all stages of a project: inquiry, realisation, operation and optimalisation. The AVUTEC team has a 
profound understanding of ANPR, AI based VCA and the camera systems. They know what makes a project successful and are 
dedicated to achieve the mutual goal of a satisfied end user.

The Module-X IR is a true, state of the art and all-round ANPR specialist. The core of its intelligence is the AVUTEC ANPR engine. 
Built with computer vision and deep learning technologies, this ANPR engine has proven to be one of the best in performance. 
Reading accuracy rates are achieved nearing the 100%. Thanks to its computational strength, the Module-X runs additional 
video recognition tasks in parallel. It can distinct a truck from a car or detect bicycles, while reading license plates. It counts 
people or runs a custom trained neural network, trained by the AVUTEC training service. The amount of intelligence within one 
device and the possibilities that brings, offers AVUTEC partners the means to respond to market needs.

ANPR and image analysis



The Swiss army knife among AI cameras

With its modern aesthetics, the X-Series offers camera excellence, computational strength, ruggedness, flexible skills and 
state-of the art technology. Like a Swiss army knife, it surprises its user with all the incorporated functionality in one smartly 
designed compact tool. The X-Series welcomes guests, employees, suppliers and customers with the smooth and modern 
experience they appreciate. Their intelligence and connectivity offer managers full control over a parking facility or terrain. 
No matter the scale of the project, the X-Series is the all-in-one camera line, that can be counted on. Now and in the future.
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